This bibliography follows the one published in *The Canadian Journal of Higher Education* (formerly called *Stoa*), Vol. VI, No. 3, 1976, pp. 79-89. References are listed as in Robin S. Harris, *A Bibliography of Higher Education in Canada, Supplement 1971*, but the following categories have been added:

2H Access to Higher Education / Accès à l'enseignement supérieur
3L Canadian Studies / Études canadiennes
4J Scholarly Publications / Revues savantes
6E Appointments, Promotions and Tenure / Nominations, promotion et permanence
6F Collective Bargaining / Négociations collectives

I - DEGREE-GRA NTING UNIVERSITIES AND COLLEGES / UNIVERSITÉS ET COLLEGES QUI CONFERENT DES GRADES

1 History and Organization / Histoire et organisation

A General / Généralités

*Librarian, Erindale College, University of Toronto
**Head Librarian, Association of Universities and Colleges of Canada.
†Faculty des Sciences de l’Education, Université de Montréal.
‡‡Higher Education Group, University of Toronto.


B The Atlantic Provinces / Les provinces atlantiques

Ayling, V. "New man at the helm of Moncton University." Atlantic Advocate 66(8) 54-55.


Leefe, J. "King's Law School." Atlantic Advocate 66(7) 58, 60.

C The Universities of Quebec / Les Universités du Québec


D The Universities of Ontario / Les Universités de l'Ontario


University of Toronto. Task Force to Study the Status of Non-Academic Women at the University of Toronto. "Report on the status of non-academic women." University of Toronto Bulletin. 28, 27 (March 21, 1975), S1-S3.

University of Western Ontario. President's Advisory Committee on the Status of Women at the University. "Report." Western News 11, 7 (September 18, 1975), Supplement, 32p.

University of Western Ontario. President's Advisory Committee on Women's Salaries (Academic). "Report" Western News 11, 13 (October 30, 1973), Supplement.


E The Universities of Manitoba / Les Universités du Manitoba


F The Universities of Saskatchewan / Les Universités du Saskatchewan


G Universities of Alberta / Les Universités de l'Alberta

H The Universities of British Columbia / Les Universités de la Colombie-Britannique

“Faculty of Law Building, University of British Columbia.” Canadian Architect, 21 (6), 42-47.

2 Current trends and problems / Orientation et problèmes présents

A General / Généralités


Fisk, L. J. “University education; a great social disaster.” Atlantic Advocate 66 (1)), 21-23.


C University Finance / Finances universitaires

“Financial crisis prevailing on Canadian campuses confirmed and re-inforced by federal-provincial negotiations.” The Student Advocate 1, 4 (January 1977), 1.

D The University and the State / L'Université et l'Etat


“Where will the universities stand in the provincial queue as they compete for funds?” Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 18, 2 (February 1977), 3, 8.

3 Curriculum and Teaching / Programme d'étude et méthodes d'enseignement

C The Humanities / Les humanités


Sullivan, N. “Toronto group to publish Zola correspondence”. Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 17, 10 (December 1976), 19


D Social Sciences / Sciènces sociales

Clark, S. D. “Sociology in Canada: an historical overview.” Can. Jour. Sociology 1, 2 (Fall 1975), 295-312


F Professional Education / Enseignement professionnel

Barnes, J. “An overview of the one-year M.S.W. programme in Canada.” Social Worker 44(2-3), 34-42.


Davies, A. O. "Confessions of a geriatric resident." Canadian Doctor 42(5), 53-54.

Ives, W. G. "Exams can be fun — even in middle age." Canadian Doctor 42(6), 43-46.


Ray, Janet. Emily Stowe. Toronto, Fitzberry & Whiteside, 1976. [medicine: historical development]


West, C. "The emergence of the nurse practitioner." Canadian Doctor 42(10), 70-73.

G Graduate Studies / Etudes post-universitaire

Chalmers, F. G. "The master of fine arts and master of visual art: graduate studio degrees in Canada." CAUT/ACPU Bulletin 24, 8 (October 1976), 16-18

H Adult education / Education des adultes


I Admissions / Inscriptions

Woodcock, L. "Restrictions on visa students are increasing." Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ. 18, 1 (January 1977), 2-5.

J Evaluation and Grading / Evaluation et classement

"Course evaluations: effective student representation demands a knowledge of classroom atmosphere and attitudes." The Student Advocate 1, 4 (January 1975), 4-5.

Marino, C. "Flexible learning." Improving College and University Teaching 24, 3 (Summer 1976), 160-61.

L Canadian Studies / Etudes canadiennes

Drummond, I. "Canadian studies at Edinburgh: model or mistake?" CAUT/ACPU Bulletin 24, 7 (September 1976), 9.
59 Select Bibliography — Bibliographie choisie


Woodcock, L. “Conference on publishing examines lack of popular culture.” *Univ. Aff. / Aff. univ.* 17, 10 (December 1976), 12.

4 Research and Scholarship / Recherche et études

A General / Généralités

Faulkner, H. “How the federal government is reorganizing the research-fund granting Councils.” *Science Forum* 9(6), 39-40.


B Historical Development / Développement historique


C Sciences / Sciences


D Humanities and Social Sciences / Humanités et les sciences sociales


F Libraries / Bibliothèques


G Museums and Art Galleries / Galeries d’art et les musées


H Learned and Professional Societies / Sociétés savantes et professionnelles


5 The Student and Student Services / L’étudiant et les services aux étudiants

A General / Généralités
“Brock University Student Centre, St. Catharines, Ont.” Canadian Architect 21 (6), 48-49.

B Political and Social Involvement / Engagement politique et sociale
“Course unions: essential change begins at the departmental level where basic decisions will affect the classroom situation.” The Student Advocate 1, 4 (January 1977), 4-5.
“November 9th National Student Day.” The Student Advocate 1, 3 (November 1976), 8.
“Students build organization to deal with student related issues at the federal level.” The Student Advocate 1, 4 (January 1977), 8.

C Financial Aid / Aide financière
“Financial aid to Canadian students falls short of long-term goals and needs.” The Student Advocate 1, 3 (November 1976), 4-5.

G External Organizations / Organisation extérieures

J Scholarly Publications / Revues savantes
“International standards and copyright: the protection of translators.” Unesco Chronicle 22(6), 171.

6 The Professor and Conditions of Work / Le Professeur et les conditions de travail

B Professor as Teacher / Le Professeur comme enseignant

E Appointments, Promotions and Tenure / Nominations, promotion et permanence
“Admit 1 university teacher to an uninterrupted career with a financially secure university, valid for a lifetime.” A special report. CAUT/ACPU Bulletin 24, 7 (September 1976), 16-22, 25.

F Collective Bargaining / Négociations collectives

II – NON-DEGREE GRANTING INSTITUTIONS / ETABLISSEMENTS QUI NE CONFERENT PAS DE GRADE

1 General / Généralités
   "ACCC recognizes student union autonomy and opposes differential fees." *The Student Advocate* 1,4 (January 1977), 2.

6 Quebec / Québec

7 Ontario / l'Ontario